
KYD
An application made for text-based roleplaying.

What is a text-based Role-Playing Game ?:
(Not to be mistaken with a RPG video game.)

It's a writing game that requires a minimum of two players. Each player takes the role of a
character and they both "play" by writing their characters' actions. Think a wattpad fanfiction,
or a novel, but with two people writing different characters and advancing the story together.
It takes place online.

The characters can be fictional or real, invented or not, etc. The main demographic for
participants in France has been observed to be young women aged 14-25. Their most used
playing platforms are Facebook, Twitter, Skyrock (for blogging) or public forums, although it
has recently been seen that Discord was favoured as well. Tumblr is used among
anglo-saxon communities.
These platforms have been used due to easy access, social-media characteristics such as
writing/ posting features, which is the most important basis for a text-based RPG, but also
the ability to personalize a profile for one's character or a blog, features of adding and
interact with fictional friends, liking posts, creating groups and sub-groups representing
spatial places where one can play and post… etc.

Useful links:
https://aminoapps.com/c/roleplaying/home/ This is a global online forum (similar to a
subreddit) which is widely popular with Gen-Z female players; it has gathered almost 300k
members.

https://www.wikihow.com/Roleplay

https://amasingtheyare.skyrock.com/ A French blog that serves as a RPG repertory where
independent communities can sign up to be displayed and advertise to potential players.

RPG in France:

The French RPG community is very popular among young people, although it is a niche
genre of online social interaction, most internet savvy teenagers are generally aware of
role-playing. It is almost as popular as the fanfiction community: if there are themes to be
written about, there are themes to be role-played.

A) The classic way (2010s - Now):
The most common way of roleplaying in France is to join, or sign-up to a communauté.
A community provides a space where people play under a certain theme, e.g: Harry Potter,
Twilight, or any invented context. People from the same community only interact together,
they all obey the same rules and scenaristic events made by the common admin, which is
the game master.
One can sign-up with their own invented character, or can choose a predefined one, that has
already been invented before-hand and put in display as "free to play".

https://aminoapps.com/c/roleplaying/home/
https://www.wikihow.com/Roleplay
https://amasingtheyare.skyrock.com/


A community, called colloquially and simply, a RPG, has a blog or a Facebook page where
members can follow scenarios and timeline of the universe or where prospective roleplayers
visit and decide whenever or not they would like to sign-up and play in such and such
context.
What is found on a community page is: a picture header, a description of the context along
with any scenaristic updates, a list of all the characters, taken or free to take, including the
already signed-in members by the name of their characters, linked to the character's
description page, usually found on the same blog or Facebook page.

A character's page is a descriptive presentation which includes a picture of the faceclaim, or
avatar which means the person used as the face of the playable character, usually a
celebrity but sometimes a 'manga' style drawing. Their biography is included as well, it is a
long or short description of the character's life story, as well as any interesting facts the writer
might like to add for information.

Text-based RPG is close in principle to tabletop RPG (Dungeons and Dragons) except there
are no dice nor IRL meetings (although there are some virtual events), writers use their
imagination, the role of Game Master (the person in charge of making the main story go
forward) is granted to a community's admin, but role-player are are their own master if they
are freelance (ie: prefer not to play in any community in favour of individuals).

B) The old-school way (most popular 2000s-2010s):

On most role playing forums, similar and accepted operations and conventions of most
players can be seen. In general, you should describe your character in an appropriate
section when registering: physical, mental, past history, etc. Once the file has been validated
by an administrator, the player can access, with his character, the various game sub-forums.
A Harry Potter themed game could for example display the “Refectory” and “Gryffindor
Dormitory” sub-forums. To play, one should write a post in these sub-forums and title it
accordingly. The other players will then respond with their own character, and the story will
unfold according to the actions of the players. Some forums may require a minimum number
of words in order to restrict its players to a better quality of role playing game. More
advanced players can exceed 1000 lines per message and there is no maximum limit for the
number of lines.

"The way of writing in game respects some fairly widely shared rules, here are the most
often encountered:

Actions are most often in normal font or in italics.
According to the forums, asterisks * denote characters' thoughts or actions.
The dialogues are often in bold or in quotation marks, or both.
This of course varies a lot, some forums will seek literary aesthetics while others will aim for
simplicity (no punctuation, omnipresent asterisks)."
Source: https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeu_par_forum

What is KYD, why would we like to make KYD ?:

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeu_par_forum


The aim is to create a simplified, minimalistic version of what other social media platforms
offer as second use only, into what RPG players expect of a unique platform made for them.
Building an app that would serve as a middle ground among the internationally aimed
demographic of roleplayers is KYD's goal.

Conclusion: KYD is a space where you can create your own RPG community and play/
make a community or be a freelance player, you could write posts and share media,
microblog, chat and mostly interact among fellow other RPG players.

KYD is an acronym for Kill Your Darlings, which is a phrase used in writing, that refers to the
need of only keeping what is essential in order to create a good writing piece.

App inspirations:

Facebook: For the user experience (profile, friend lists, network, search bar, groups)
Messenger: Users should be able to easily message others in-app, as group messaging is
used to communicate with others.
Tumblr: For the features and its minimalism (infinite scrolling, switching between several
blogs in one account, the ability to have a blog, reblog feature, follow feature and not being
able to see the number of followers), asking questions anonymously to another profile.
Twitter: "Post what you think" feature.
Co-Star: For its minimalistic aesthetic

All in all, a perfect KYD app would elegantly weave all those functions together into a
minimalistic platform for writers.

FAQ:

What is the main problem that our app will solve?
KYD will provide a platform that will unite text-based role-players.
Most of them are using apps that aren't meant for role-playing due to the scarcity of projects
like KYD, it makes role-players scattered among different websites and reduces their
opportunity to write and play altogether. KYD would be to text-based roleplaying what
Wattpad is to fanfiction writers Youtube to video makers.

Who is our ideal user?
A passionate writer/ role player that is looking for a welcoming, convenient, ergonomic,
simple place to role-play and share their writing.

Who are our main competitors?
None to this day are focused on being a platform solely directed to text-based RPG, most
roleplayers are independent and freelance and enjoy spending time on different platforms,
varying with their preferences and use.

How will our app be different from existing solutions?
KYD is undoubtedly a social media platform since it brings users together and networks
them, however.



KYD isn't meant to be addictive or revolutionise the social app genre above what it is meant
to convey. It is a platform where people can fully post what they love without the growing
pressure of the number of followers, which ideally will not be displayed. KYD is meant to be
like an interactive notebook, that can make one grow and develop their writing skills, as well
as have fun with other users that are doing the same thing.

What is our idea’s riskiest assumption?
It is not sure if the app's potential users will outnumber every other existing platform in use.
People might be satisfied with what they have and what has been always done. It is why it
should be presented as the best and most logical alternative.

What is our vision?
A peaceful, eye-pleasing, non-addictive, minimalistic text-based RPG platform. Peace is an
important word, passion is too. I would like to work with passionate people, listen thoroughly
to users' feedback and build a digital online haven in a world of constant fight for attention,
bright colours, notification, reels and fear of missing out.

-Implementing features into an app
- Steps to build that app
- Future directions of KYD (social media web platform, android app…)

Features to implement:
Sign-in/ Sign-up
Homepage: scrolling feed, search bar,
Home buttons: Communities/Groups, Post, Notifications/Chat, 'Me'
Settings: Night/Day mode
Drafts
Probably more to come

Miscellaneous:















Elementary wireframes based on sketches (to be improved and fully completed):


